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Why are comprehensive plans completed 

and then not implemented? 
 

Authors Denny Puko and Jim Pashek have struggled 

with this question. “Off the Shelf and Into Action” 

opens a conversation with planners and provides ideas 

for practical, results-oriented planning. 

Different thinking about 
comprehensive plans 

Five keys to an implementable plan 

“Closer Look” case studies 

Tips and tools 
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THE
PLAN

WASN’T 
IMPLEMENTED

Why aren’t plans 

implemented?

Who is responsible for 

implementation?

What grade do you give 

for implementation of 

your municipality’s plan?



WHY
AREN’T
PLANS 

IMPLEMENTED?

Audience responses:
• Lack of political will

• Too ambitious

• Lack of awareness of the plan

• No “stick” to motivate 

implementation

• It’s “fluff”

• Too long term

• Lack of buy-in

• Right stakeholders not involved

• Vague goals, not measurable

• Lack of accountability



The ICP Process

Think Differently

The Five Keys to ICP 

leading to Success

Discussion



Think differently

NEW BENCHMARK

Success is measured by 

RESULTS!
◦ Is the plan being implemented?

◦ Are its principles followed?

◦ Are improvements
resulting from it?

Does the quality of 
the document or 
the ingenuity of its 
recommendations 
matter if a plan is 
not implemented?



Think differently



Think differently

OLD SCHOOL

Have consultant prepare book

Review book

Submit book

Hope

NEW SCHOOL

Meet, talk, inquire

Generate ideas

Involve others

Conduct work sessions

Make decisions

Design action plans

Create implementation teams

Memorialize in plan document

Implement



Planning Commission restarted

New zoning ordinance started

DCED grant obtained for code 

enforcement & blight tracking 

software

Design guidelines prepared for 

key redevelopment property

New logo & publicity toolkit 

developed

PA Downtown Center started 

help to create downtown action 

plan (paid by DCED)

Agreement created for county 

planning to provide support

Progress & accountability meetings

Before any plan chapter was presented and reviewed!



Research

Case study 
plans

10 yrs. 
DCED 

experience





Think differently
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Buy-in by elected officials and staff

Elected officials may prioritize what they want, 

regardless of what residents wish would happen.

THE PROCESS MUST ENGAGE ELECTED 

OFFICIALS.  THEIR SUPPORT IS CRITICAL.

Municipal staff are often overworked and see 

implementation steps as a burden.

AN HONEST DISCUSSION ON WHO IS 

ACCOUNTABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

AND THE RESOURCES TO SUPPORT THOSE 

STEPS MUST BE PART OF THE PROCESS.



Commitment

1. Enacted draft Shared Services Ordinance prepared as part 

of the plan.

2. Sharing snow removal and leaf collecting routes across 

political boundaries.

3. Exploring more shared administrative services.

4. Provided $25,000 from Council to leverage other funding to 

hire a downtown revitalization consultant.

5. Obtained a DCED grant to purchase new street signs that 

share a common appearance.

6. Joint shared services committee meets regularly to track 

progress on implementing the recommendations of the plan.

7. Obtained funds from SPC to retime traffic signals on Main 

Street to improve traffic flow.

8. Funded an update to their community pool and leveraged a 

private donation to build an amphitheater in their park.

9. Shared salt purchases.

10.Council people from both municipalities meet regularly on 

Saturdays for breakfast to talk about common issues.



Results & Action





THE
PLAN

WASN’T 
IMPLEMENTED

How can we address 

the reasons 

Comprehensive Plans 

were not 

Implemented?
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